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Testimonial for Gary Haynes of Horizon Yacht Brokers, Grenada. 

My wife and I have been in search of a pre-owned center cockpit yacht in the 40 foot 12 meter range for 

several years.  We came across several listed on Horizons website in Grenada so we made a list of 

questions and contacted Gary Haynes from Horizon Yacht Sales and within a few days we received an 

email back with answers to our questions.  After more consideration, we decided to make a holiday 

combined with a yacht viewing trip.    We informed Gary of the dates and he arranged for viewings and 

agreed to pick us up at the Grenada yacht club where we were staying. 

We spent a considerable amount of time with Gary discussing what type of sail boat we wanted and 

sharing our dream of retiring and sailing in the near future.  We were immediately at ease with Gary 

because of his honest, unobtrusive and calm demeanor.   We also learnt that Gary has crossed oceans 

and has a strong sailing and technical background which was very beneficial when we were choosing the 

best yacht for our needs.  

Gary showed us several yachts.  We were very keen on one in particular a Bavaria 38 CC. We agreed to 

think about the yachts we had seen and Gary offered to show us a couple more the next day.   When we 

met the next day we viewed one more but we’d already made our decision!  To our surprise we put an 

offer in and it was accepted. Wow we are yacht owners!  

Gary has since guided us and directed us though the process of our yacht survey, ownership, insurance, 

registry, and maintenance programs.  We always felt that Gary had our best interest at heart we can 

confidently recommend Gary Haynes of Horizon Yachts to give you honest and helpful service when in 

the market to purchase a boat.    

Soon we will be back in Grenada for the launch and Gary and his team have been busy taking care of the 

survey maintenance recommendations that needed to be carried out as required by our insurance 

company prior to launching next month. We can hardly wait to go through the system checks and get 

acquainted with our beautiful yacht.   

Gary we truly would not have purchased a sail boat without your professional, honest and relaxed 

approach in working through the process of buying our dream yacht... 

Thank you sincerely 

 Louise & Joseph  

 


